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Abstract-we study a certain metric d on Wn that was recently introduced by Nieto, Torres 
and V&quez-Trasande [l], give a simple proof for the triangle inequality, and describe when exactly 
d@, q) = d(p, 7) + d(r, q) holds for some p, q, T E B”. Remarkably, one has d(p,q) = 2 for some 
p, q E B” if and only if 0 =.p + q # p holds, in which case, one has also d(p, q) = d(p, r) + d(r, q) for 
all r E R. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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A new metric that can be defined in a natural way on Wn was recently introduced by Nieto, Torres 
and V6zquez-Trasande (cf. [l]). Given any two n-vectors p = (PI, p2, . . . ,p,,), q = (ql, q2, . . . , qn) 
in W”, the distance dNTv(p, q) of p and q relative to the NTV metric-as we propose to call their 
metric-is defined by 
dwv(P, 4) := 
*gl IPi - Qil 
5 m~(lpil, Iqil) ’ 
(1) 
i=l 
unlessp=q=O:=(O,O,..., 0) holds, in which case, one puts, of course, dNTv(p, q) := 0. Note 
that the following facts are immediate consequences of (1). 
0 dNTV(Ap, Xq) = dNTV(p, q) holds for every real number X # 0. 
l dNTV(p, 0) = 1 holds for every nonzero vector p in W”. 
l dNTV(p, q) 5 2 holds for all p = (pl,pa, . . . ,pn) and q = (41, q2,. . . , q,,) in Wn in view of 
klPi-qil ~~lPil+lqil S2~max(Ipil,Iq~l). 
i=l i=l i=l 
l dNTv(p, q) = 2 holds for some p, q E W” if and only if one has 0 = p + q and p # 0. 
l dNTV03,q)I1holdsforallp=031,p2,...,p,)andq=(ql,q2,...,qn)inHPnwithpiqi5O 
foralli=1,2...,n,asthisimplies 
2IPi -4 = ~lhl - lqill I emax(lp& Iqij) a 
i==l i=l i=l 
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l dNTv(p, q) = 1 holds for any p = (pr,pz, . . . ,p,,) and q = (ql,qz, . . . , qn) in Hpn with 
piqi>Oforalli=1,2.. . ,n if and only if one has p # q and Ipi - qdl = max(]pi], Iqil) or, 
equivalently, p;qi = 0 for all i = 1,2, . . . (72. 
In particular, the metric &TV is not continuous (relative to the standard topology of W”) on 
all of R”, yet it defines, of course, the standard topology on W” - (0) in view of the fact that 
dNTVb 4) 5 b - !?[I mm (lbl17 hII)-’ 
holds for all p, q E lRrr - (0) (with ]]z]] = ]]z]]r := Cz, ]zi] for all z = (zr,z2,. . . ,z,) in Rn, as 
usual). 
It is also worth noting that the motivation for introducing this metric came from an analysis 
of the space of &zzy polynucleotides that Nieto, Torres, and Vasquez-‘Ikasande identified with 
the unit hypercube In = [0, lln. So, when defining their metric, they restricted their attention to 
that hypercube In = [0, 11” C IX”. It is, however, obvious that their definition extends naturally 
to all of lRn in the way proposed above. 
In [l], the proof of the triangle inequality for this metric is rather involved. Here, a much 
shorter proof is presented by noting that, in view of the fact that 
m~(bil, Id ~m~(l~iL Id I m=(lpil, Id Ial) (2) 
holds for all p = (p~,pz, . . . ,p,), q = (ql,qz,. . . , q,J, and r = (rr,~, . . . ,T,) in W” and all 
i = 1,2,... , n, this inequality is an immediate consequence of the slightly stronger assertion 
which follows. 
THEOREM 1. For all p, q, r E Rn that do not all vanish, one has 
2 (IPi - 4 + IQ - %I> 
dNTV(ptq) 5 i=; 
C m=(lpil, ITi Iqil) 
i=l 
(3) 
PROOF. Putting 
A=A@,q):=elpi-qil, 
i=l 
B=BCp~q):=~~~(l~il,Igil), 
i=l 
A’=A’(~,q,r):=~(lpi-ri(+lri-qil), 
i=l 
B’ = B’(P,q,r) := ~m~(lpil, Iril,Iqil) 7 
i=l 
for all p, q, r E W”, it is clearly sufficient to show that 
4~7 d B’b qv r> 5 WP, 4) A’(P, q, ~1 
holds for all p, q, T E W”. To this end, note first that, for any fixed i E {1,2,. . . , n}, neither the 
left-hand nor the right-hand side of (3) is changed by simultaneously replacing the entry pi in p 
by qi and the entry qi in q by pi nor by replacing the entries pi, qi, T% in p, q, T simultaneously 
by -pi, -qi, -ri. Thus, we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
14 I Pi (4 
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holdsforalli=1,2,..., n, in which case, we have 
A = k(*i - qi), 
i=l 
B = kPi, 
i=l 
A’ = &Pi - 4;) + 2 c (Ti - pi) + 2 c (qi _ ri) 
kl r;>p, vi -cq< 
= A + 2 1 (G -Pi) + 2 c (Qi - Q), 
vi >pi ri <qi 
and 
hl>Pi 
=B+ c (ICI-pi). 
Thus, to show that AB’ 5 BA’ or, equivalently, A(B’ - B) 5 B(A’ - A) holds as claimed, it is 
enough to observe that 
A c (hi -piI I 2B c (Q -pi) + C cqi _ ,.i) 
hl>Pi Pi >pi c<q; 
must hold. This, however, follows immediately from our assumption Iqi( 5 pi or, equh&ntly, 
-pi 5 fqi 5 pi, as this implies 
0 5 A = k(pi - qJ < 2B = k2pi, 
i=l i=l 
as well as 
O 5 c (Id -Pi) 
= c (c -Pi) + c l--Q -Pi) 
Ti>Pi Vi<-pi 
5 c b-i -Pi) + c (ai - G). 
Ti>jX ri <a 
REMARK 1. It is worth noting that our proof also shows that 
dNT”(p 
1 
q) = p1 (IPi - 4 + ITi - %I) 
f: m=(IPil, M Iail> 
i=l 
holds for some p = (pi,ps, . . . ,pn), q = (41, q2, . . . , qn), and T = (ri,~, . . . , r,) in Wn with 
Cyzl max (lpi13 Iril, lqi I) # 0 if and only if one has either p = -q # 0 and r is arbitrary, or one 
has 
IIP - 41 = IIP - 41 + Ilr - 41; 
i.e., the number ri belongs, for each i in {1,2, . . . , n}, to the closed interval with the end points pi 
and qi. 
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Indeed, equality holds in (3) for some p, q, r E Wn as above if and only if one has B(p, q) # 0, 
i.e.,p#Oorq#O,and 
4~7 4) (B’(P> qr r) - B(P> 4) = B(p, d (A’(P, q> r) - A(p, q)) 
and, therefore, if and only if 
l one has either A’(p, q, r) = A(p, q) or, equivalently, 
{i E {1,2,. . . ) n} 1 ri > pi or ri < qi} = bj; 
i.e., one has Ilp - qll = 11~ - 41 + llr - 4; 
l or one has 0 < A(p, q) = 2B(p, q) or, equivalently, p + q = 0 # p. 
Thus, taking into account that 
m=(lpil, Id) ,m=hl, 194) = m=bl, Id I94 (5) 
holds for some p = (pi,ps, . . . ,pn), q = (ql,qz, . . . , qn), and r = (ri, ~2,. . . , rn) in lRn and all 
i E {1,2,. . . ,n} if and only if Ipi/ = Iqil > 1ril or lril 2 lpi/, Iqil holds for all i E {1,2,. . . , n}, and 
that 
2 (IPi - 4 + ITi - %I) 
i=l 
,k ma (bill b-il, hl) 
= dNTV(pr r> + dNTV(T, 9) 
i=l 
holds for p, q, r E W” that do not all vanish if and only if either T E {p,q} or (5) holds, we see 
that the following holds. 
THEOREM 2. Given any three vectors p = (p~,pz, . . . ,p,J, q = (ql,qz,. . . , q,J, and T = (~1, r2, 
. . ..r.) inW*, onehas 
dNTVb, 4) = dNTV@, r) + dNTV(T, q> (6) 
if and only if one has either r E {p, q}, or 0 = p + q # p (and no condition on T), or one has 
lip - q/I = ]lp - r/l + Ilr - qll and, for each i E { 1,2,. . . , n}, either ri = pi and Ipi1 2 Igil, or Ti = qi 
and lqil 2 1~4, or pi + qi = 0. 
REMARK 2. We are interested also in the associated geodesic metric dhTv defined on R” - (0) 
by 
d&v (P, 4) : = fW$ d&w (P, 9)) P>9EWn-{Ol, 
where dhTv(p, q) is defined for all E > 0 and all p, q E W” - (0) by 
M 
&Tv(P,q) := inf ~&rrvi~i-~Ji) , 
i---l > 
where the infimum is taken over all 50,. . . , XM E lk” - {O} with x0 = p, XM = q, and dNTV 
(xi-l,xi) I E for all i E {1,2,. . . , M}. 
Our results imply easily that thii metric cannot coincide with the metric dNTv itself. One can 
show that, at least for p, q E IR:o - {0}, one has 
d;,v (P, 9) 5 
in the case where Cy=, pi # Cr=, qi, and 
in the case where Cz, pi = ~~=, qi, that equality holds at least in the case where n = 1, and 
that equality does not necessarily hold any more for p, q E IRT, - (0) in the case where n > 2. 
In a forthcoming paper, we will discuss the geodesic metric-&sociated with the NTV-metric in 
more detail (cf. [2]). 
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